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In Black & White
Green Watch: Can the United
Nations environmental summit in
Bali succeed?
Correspondent : Jonathan Wootliff
The largest global environmental gathering
since the Copenhagen climate change
summit last year is now being held in Bali,
where ministers from over 100 countries are
convening together with scientists and ecology
experts, business and non-governmental
organizations.
Arranged by the United Nations Environment
Program (UNEP), participants are coming from
all over the world for a wide range of different
meetings taking place at the Bali International
Conference Center all week.
In addition to the so-called 11th Special Session
of the Governing Council/Global Ministerial
Environment Forum, there will be meetings
of the parties to three important conventions
about safeguarding the adverse impacts of
chemicals and waste on the health of people
and our the planet.
As is the usual practice for UN meetings, the
proceedings will be highly complex, constrained
by international governance protocols and
overwhelmed with jargon and acronyms that
are guaranteed to make the gathering of little
interest the general public.
Perhaps some of the gobbledygook will be
dispelled thanks to a workshop being staged to
“bring journalists into an active dialogue with
experts, politicians and civil society leaders
on current key environmental issues such as
biodiversity loss, opportunities of the green
economy and the future of environmental
governance”.
Forgive my cynicism, but the recent failure of
the Copenhagen summit to deliver a legallybinding climate change treaty has left me
wondering whether environmental protection
is safe in the hands of the UN. Grandly titled

topics to be covered in the neatly-titled
“Reporting Green” media workshop will be
“Pricing Nature: The Economic and Social
Value of Ecosystems and Biodiversity”, “The
Way Forward, Global Markets: The Green
Economy Option” and “The International Year
of Biodiversity”.
There is no doubt that these are all vitally
important issues, but the big question is
whether any of the meetings in the beautiful
resort of Nusa Dua will achieve anything more
than just hot air. In spite of the disappointing
outcome in Copenhagen, perhaps member
states should be blamed, rather than the
UN itself, which has many laudable specialist
agencies doing much good in the world.
The brainchild of the United Nations
Environmental Program, the International Year
of Biodiversity, is a celebration of biological
diversity and its value for life on Earth, and is
meant to help raise awareness of the importance
of biodiversity through activities and events in
many countries, including Indonesia.
Biodiversity is the scientific term for variety
of life on Earth. It is essential to sustaining the
living networks and systems that provide us
all with health, wealth, food, fuel and the vital
services our lives depend on.

Twitter’s ‘lights off’ event for
Earth Hour: new Twitter app
unites Wildlife Foundation &
Twitter
Correspondent : Tommy Todd
Global “lights off” on Twitter for the WWF
Earth Hour ‘10 is a global call to action against
climate change. A new Twitter application
will automatically ‘turn off’ Twitter avatar
‘lights’ during Earth Hour. (Photo/http://www.
lightsoff-earthhour.com/)Global “lights off” on
Twitter for the WWF Earth Hour ‘10 is set
to start tonight at 8:30 p.m. local time. The
event combines an hour at home and sixty
minutes on Twitter. A new Twitter app will
automatically ‘turn off’ Twitter avatar ‘lights’
during Earth Hour.
Earth Hour is a global event. It is a call to to
action against climate change and is aimed at
individuals and businesses.
For one hour supporters will turn their lights
off. In addition, there is a move to turn off
Twitter for one hour. The Earth Hour website
says that ‘iconic buildings and landmarks from
Scandinavia to Europe to Asia to the Americas
will stand in darkness’.

Humans are a part of nature, but some of
our activities are threatening the diversity of
life on Earth, which is diminishing at a rapidly
accelerating rate.

According to the app site, “The World Wildlife
Fund and Twitter teamed up to create an
awesome and inventive app that allows users
to take a stand against climate change with one
simple click.”

Loss of biodiversity can be irreversible and
damage the life support systems on which we
depend for our very survival.

SOURCE : http://www.examiner.com/x-24390-TwitterEntertainment-Examiner~y2010m3d27-Twitters-lightsoff-event-for-Earth-Hour-new-Twitter-app-unites-WildlifeFoundation--Twitter

Indonesia is extraordinarily rich in biodiversity
and may well be home to more species than
any other country on Earth.
This country among the top five on plant
diversity with an estimated 38,000 higher plant
species; leading the world list in palm diversity
with 477 species; and has over half of the 350
species of dipterocarp trees.
Indonesia also ranks behind only Brazil and
possibly Columbia in freshwater fish diversity,
with around 1,400 species.
The nation has long been a place of considerable
interest to environmentalists and ecologists.

Minister urges media to create
environmental awareness.
Correspondent : Staff Reporter
Minister for Environment Hameedullah Jan
Afridi said Monday that society would have to be
mobilized to achieve Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) for increasing the forest cover
from five to six percent of the country by 2015.
He expressed these views on the occasion of
launching tree plantation campaign at Media
Town. He said the role of print and electronic
media was very important to create public
awareness regarding tree plantation. He said
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the purpose of this tree plantation campaign
was to increase greenery in the area and
promote environmental awareness. He said
global warming and environmental change
were the major threat at present. “Pakistan
is also facing environmental problems due
to deforestation but concrete measures are
needed to be taken,” Jan added.
He said environmental issues couldn’t be
ignored. “Government is committed to
facing this challenge but support of media is
required in this regard. We all are responsible
for environmental degradation. Maintaining
cleanliness and tree plantation is Sadka-e-Jaria
(lasting good) as per teachings of Islam,” he
said.
He said on August 18, national tree plantation
campaign would be launched to plant 58
million saplings, adding that last year over 54
million saplings were planted. He said Green
Journalists Award had been revived and
Environment Journalist Forum had also been
constituted. He said though media was doing
good, it should do more to make Pakistan
cleaner and greener.
Secretary (Environment) Javed Malik, National
Press Club (NPC) President Afzal Butt and
former president Mushtaq Minhas also spoke
on the occasion.
SOURCE : http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=20
10%5C02%5C23%5Cstory_23-2-2010_pg11_6

US believers going green, hold
media fast for Lent
Correspondent : AFP
WASHINGTON: From giving up their cars to
abandoning their Facebook pages, many US
Christians are being called on to help reduce
global warming and turn their backs on Internet
distractions over Lent.
“It’s an insult to God, it’s a sin to spoil
the environment, to hurt creation,” said
Episcopalian pastor Reverend Sally Bingham,
who is coordinating “The Regeneration
Project,” an interfaith group of some 4,000
congregations looking for a religious response
to global warming.
During Lent, which began this year on
February 25 and will end on April 11 the day
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before Easter, Christians are called to observe
sacrifice and penance marking the time Jesus
endured temptation when he wandered for 40
days in the desert.
The idea of a “green” Lent was launched last
year by two British Anglican bishops, who
called for a “carbon fast,” Bingham told AFP.
“We sent an email to the 30,000 people on our
mailing list and we suggested tips to try to be
as environmentally friendly as you can be,” she
said.
Among the tips: giving up your car, turning
down the heat or buying local. “This year, I
gave up meat. Last year, I turned off my heat.
I had to wear a ski parka inside my house. My
children would not visit, they thought I’d gone
crazy,” Bingham said.

the Vatican has a YouTube channel and a
website in eight languages.
The online discussion group “Give up Facebook
for Lent” gives tips on how to avoid going online
without missing virtual visits by “friends” on the
75 million-strong social networking website.
Nola Bozeman, a 42-year-old housewife
in Apex, North Carolina, used to log on to
Facebook every morning. “It was becoming
an obsession,” she acknowledged. But she
has now decided to deprive herself of the
Internet.
“I thought if I spent half the amount of time
I spend on Facebook in prayer or service, it
would draw me closer to God.”
SOURCE : Sunday, April 05, 2009

Another Catholic group, the St Paul Newman
Center in Fresno, California, is organizing a
“Lent program on global warming.” “Lent is a
time we focus on how we can really connect
to God’s presence in our life and do something
that is sacrificial. For us, it’s a look at how we
care for the environment while sacrificing
some comforts for ourselves,” said Mary
Hetherington, who helps teach the program.
The courses promote a “low-carbon diet”
to reduce carbon emissions by 5,000 pounds
(2,268 kilograms) in 40 days. Among the lessons:
dry your clothes on a clothesline instead of in a
dryer, thus saving the equivalent of 100 pounds
(45 kilograms) of carbon emissions.
“Try a media fast,” suggests The Regeneration
Project. “It can be very rewarding to turn
off TV, computers and radios a few nights a
week and sit down to a board game with your
family.” An Italian bishop in Modena has called
for giving up texting during Lent in order to
“detoxify from the virtual world and become
one again.”
Across American universities, students are
also giving up social networking websites like
Facebook. “The fundamental idea is to say
if something is a distraction from prayer and
fasting then to the extent possible, it should be
given up,” explained Paul Griffiths, a professor
in Catholic theology at Duke Divinity School.
“It’s not a sin, it’s a distraction,” he told AFP,
adding that cyber asceticism is part of the
traditions of the Catholic church, even though
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Amitabh to promote ‘Save our
Tigers’ initiative
Correspondent : Madhur Tankha
The Bollywood icon will lend his face and voice
for a series of campaigns by NDTV. Actor
Amitabh Bachchan signs on a banner, watched
by NDTV Executive Chairperson Prannoy Roy
(right), during the “Save Our Tigers” campaign
in New Delhi on Thursday.
NEW DELHI: Bollywood icon Amitabh
Bachchan on Thursday announced that he
would lend his face and voice to save the
majestic tiger from becoming extinct.
As ambassador of the “Save our Tigers”
campaign initiated by NDTV and Aircel, Mr.
Bachchan will use his charisma and popularity
to drive home the message to save tiger.
Mr. Bachchan said: “The tiger is symbolic
of our country’s wildlife wealth and is in
danger because of rampant poaching and
the ineffectiveness of our systems to stop its
killing.” “Collective action is the need of the
hour. It is for the government, wildlife experts,
the media and the public to come together
and effect a change. It is our responsibility to
not only initiate a public movement but also
to ensure that it gains momentum across the
nation.”
The campaign will enable all stakeholders to
take affirmative action for tiger conservation

In Black & White
in each State, based on the common agenda.
When Mr. Bachchan received a call from
NDTV’s Executive Chairperson Prannoy
Roy about the campaign to save the tiger, he
immediately agreed as the cause concerned
“our nature and environment.”
“If my face and voice can be used to impress
people about a national cause then I am all for
it. I liked the fact that the electronic media
has started this campaign as its penetration is
more. It was important that awareness to save
this beautiful animal was propagated across
our country,” added the senior actor at a press
conference here.
Pointing out that the tiger was our national
entity, Mr. Bachchan said: “We should leave the
tiger alone so that it doesn’t feel entrenched. In
the coming months if I can convince even one
person about the need to follow this righteous
path then I will be extremely happy. As artistes
our faces are used to endorse products that
attract consumers and if they can be converted
into supporting a national cause then I will be
extremely gratified.”
Mr. Bachchan, who flew in from Mumbai, said
he had gone to the NDTV studio to shoot for
a succession of campaigns that would hopefully
be aired soon.
Dr. Roy said that when he explained what
the campaign was all about, Mr. Bachchan
didn’t take a second to give his nod. He was
inundated with so many such requests but he
took out a great deal of his time for the tiger
campaign.
“Two years ago, we were the first ones to draw
the attention of citizens and the government
to the rapid decline of the tiger population
in India. Our signature campaign, ‘Save the
Tiger,’ led to the formation of a Special Tiger
Protection Force by the Prime Minister.”
WWF India secretary-general and CEO Ravi
Singh said the campaign was centred on
creating awareness about the present status
of tigers in India. As a principal issue, the tiger
needed all the help that could be focused at
this juncture.
SOURCE : http://www.hindu.com/2010/03/26/
stories/2010032665000800.htm

Punjab Govt to launch media
campaign for energy conservation
Correspondent : Satinder Bains
Punjab Minister of Public Relations, Science,
Technology and Environment on Tuesday said
that conservation of energy would be given
priority in the State and a media campaign will
be launched soon.
While inaugurating, Energy Conservation
Building Code (ECBC) Awareness Workshop
on Tuesday under USAID funded ECO-III
Project with the support of Bureau of Energy
Efficiency (BEE), Ministry of Power here, he
said that the building of Punjab Mini Secretariat
Chandigarh would be developed as first energy
efficient building of Punjab. He said that a
study has shown that if whole campus of Guru
Nanak Dev University Amritsar is made energy
efficient, there will a saving of Rs 50 lakhs per
year.
He said that Punjab Secretariat building would
be projected as example of energy conservation
motivating the others to follow. He said that
PWD (Electrical) has floated the tenders
for converting this building through Energy
Conservation Company Route and tenders
would be opened on December 20, 2007. He
said that the saving in Energy bill every month
by adopting energy efficient manner would be
shared by company of Punjab Government. He
revealed that with installation of CFL lamps in
12000 villages of State 500 MW power could
be saved.
Majithia Said that he separately written to
UT Administration to initiate same energy
conservation measures in Punjab and Haryana
Civil Secretariat, Punjab Vidhan Sabha
buildings and Punjab and Haryana High Court
Building as these buildings are in the control
of UT. Administration. Similarly all Deputy
Commissioners, local Government department
has been requested to convert district
complexes as Energy efficient buildings at the
earliest. Meanwhile all future Government
buildings in the State will be designed in such a
way that energy consumption level is minimal
as in the case of PEDA’s own complex. The
Minster said the energy consumption in ECBC
compliant buildings can be brought down to
the tune of 40 to 50 per cent. He said that
Energy Audit of 24 industries and important
Government buildings have indicated a

potential annual saving of 11542 MWh.
Stressing the need for energy conservation
Majithia said that keeping in view the increasing
demand of power the Punjab Government has
asked 250 high energy consuming industrial
units to become self-sufficient in energy by
co-generation. He said that presently 40 MW
power was being produced by Co-generation
He lauded the initiatives of PEDA for sensitising
the major stakeholders in the building sector for
creating awareness about ECBC through this
workshop. He informed that State Government
is planning to add 5000 MW Cap in the State
through all resources. He highlighted the
efforts of the State Government of promoting
co-generation, small hydro, biomass and
solar power projects. He informed that the
State Government in seriously concerned and
committed towards energy efficiency in all areas
of energy consumption. On this occasion he
also launched the release of energy awareness
stickers aimed at school children.
While welcoming the participants TPS Sidhu,
PCS, Chief Executive, PEDA, he informed that
ECBC has been developed and launched by
BEE, MOP, GOI on May 27,2007 on voluntary
basis under the Energy Conservation Act’2001.
PEDA being the State designated agency for the
State of Punjab, has to Co-ordinate, regulate
and enforce the EC Act, has initiated the work
to make aware all the stakeholders about
the ECBC through this important workshop.
The ECBC sets minimum energy efficiency
standards for design and construction of
non-residential buildings without affecting
the building function or the comfort, health
and productivity of the occupants and with
appropriate regard for economic factors. The
code eliminates design practices that lead to
unnecessarily high use of energy and associated
costs. The State Government has the flexibility
to amend the code to suit local or regional
needs and notify them accordingly.
He also informed that electricity consumption
in the commercial sector at present account for
about 8 pr cent of the total electricity supplied
by the electricity utilities and has been growing
annually at about 11-12 per cent. Construction
of energy efficient buildings is the key area
for energy conservation, therefore, adequate
attention to energy efficiency is required to
be given when new buildings are designed.
The energy consumption in ECBC compliant
buildings can be brought down to the tune of 40
to 50 per cent. He further informed that PEDA
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has taken many initiatives in the area of energy
conservation. PEDA has signed an MoU with
IRG under USAID, ECO-III project to design,
development and implementation of selected
pilot projects and promote energy efficiency
in the SME sectors and building sector. Fiveyear energy conservation action plan has been
prepared for the State of Punjab. Energy Audit
of 24 industries and important Government
buildings have been got conducted indicating
a potential annual saving of 11542 Mwh. 15
designated consumers have been identified and
all of them have appointed Energy Managers.
More than 300 camps have been organised in
schools and colleges for creating awareness
about energy efficiency measures.

a hall considered to be Taiwan’s first public
facility using green building technology.

He also informed that one Energy Information
Centre (EIC) at PEDA Head Quarter and 20
such EICs are being setup at the district level
in the State. Punjab PWD (B&R) (Electrical)
division has been assisted for preparing tender
for adopting energy efficiency measures in the
Mini Secretariat Building, Chandigarh through
ESCO route.

“I thought this meant Taiwan would be lucky
enough to avoid serious damage from climate
change, “ the noted political commentator and
TV presenter said at a preview earlier in the
day.

M.P. Singh, Secretary, Science, Technology
and Non-conventional Energy Sources, while
addressing the participants, stressed that ECBC
will play a pivotal role in the implementation of
energy efficient policy in building sector and
help in reducing the impact of climate change
in the long run.
SOURCE : The Pioneer, Wednesday, 05 December 2007

Local climate change film
launched to raise awareness
Correspondent : CAN | Taipei
A locally produced documentary designed to
warn people of the threats climate change
poses to Taiwan and the world made its debut
Monday in Taipei after hundreds of audience
members shouted, “Save the Earth.” To mark
the film’s opening, Premier Wu Den-yih and
Legislative Speaker Wang Jin-pyng joined
other administration officials, lawmakers,
business tycoons, entertainers, celebrities and
volunteers in shouting, “Save the Earth. Save
Taiwan. Save children.” The documentary
titled “Plus or Minus 2 Degrees Celsius, “
which reflects the widely held belief that the
Earth’s temperatures should be controlled
within 2 degrees Celsius, was screened at
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The 70-minute film, which receiving NT$8
million in funding from Hon Hai Group
Chairman Terry Gou, Quanta Computer
Chairman Barry Lam and several other local
businessmen, was completed less than five
months after Typhoon Morakot ravaged
southern Taiwan in August last year.
Sisy Chen, the main producer of what is being
described as Taiwan’s first documentary on the
impact of climate change on the country, said
she had watched many foreign films on climate
change, but none had covered Taiwan.

After talking with experts, however, she
said she came to realize that Taiwan would
be among the first group of climate change
victims.

Working towards the conservation
of

environment,

information

an

system

environment
(ENVIS)

was

established by the government in Dec
1982, with a view to provide information
regarding environment to decision
makers, policy planners, scientists and
engineers, research workers etc all

She explained that by the time low-lying
countries such as Maldives and Kiribati are
submerged by rising sea levels, several parts of
Taiwan would also be under water.

over the country.

They include the port of Dongshih in the
southern county of Chiayi, Donggang and
Linbian townships in the southern county of
Pingtung, and Mailiao Township in the centralsouthern county of Yunlin, where Taiwan’s
largest petrochemical complex is located.

involvement of concerned institutes/

Chen therefore urged the government to
elevate the climate change issue to the national
security level.

ENVIS is a decentralized system,

The film features devastating climate changes
that have occurred in the past six months,
scientific graphics and footage of the Typhoon
Morakot disaster.

Environment being a broad ranged and
multidisciplinary subject, requires an
organizations that are actively engaged
in the different subject areas of
environment, therefore a large number
of nodes have been established to cover
the broad subject areas of environment.
which ensures collection, collation,
storage, retrieval and dissemination
of environmental information to all
concerned. These centers have been set
up in the areas of pollution control, toxic
chemicals, central and offshore ecology,
environmentally sound and appropriate

The documentary will be broadcast on TV and
screened at special events around the country,
free of charge, in the coming months, with
the number of viewers expected to be in the
millions.
SOURCE : http://www.etaiwannews.com/etn/news_content.
php?id=1186173&lang=eng_news
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Everywhere and nowhere

Article
Entangled in the web of life:
biodiversity and the media
An IIED Briefing
Mike Shanahan
Biodiversity — the variety of genes,
species and ecosystems on the planet —
is disappearing faster than at any time
since the demise of the dinosaurs. The
implications are profound, for humanity and
for our efforts to tackle poverty and climate
change. Yet the media has under-reported
this urgent environmental challenge, partly
because researchers and policymakers
have failed to communicate the issues in
a way that is relevant to most people. This
briefing explains why biodiversity loss
will be an increasingly important story
in the coming years. It suggests ways for
journalists to improve their reporting and
make it mean more to their audiences.

Key Points
Biodiversity is essential to human wellbeing
but is under threat the world over. Yet
media coverage does not match the scale
of the problem, not least because the term
‘biodiversity’ is itself poorly understood.
Journalists need to gear up to tell this story
better by learning more about the issues and
framing them in ways that make sense to their
audiences. Researchers and policymakers
must also do more to explain the importance
of nature to people, using jargon-free language
and examples that help make the issues real.
Key to successful communication will be
an ability to show that people are part of
biodiversity, reliant on its richness and deeply
affected by its loss. This will grow in importance
in the coming years, as major international
storylines unfold and climate change takes
hold.

Free medicine.clean water and nutritious food.a
stable climate.daily inspiration, recreation and
secure livelihoods for all. These are things our
ancestors got for free from nature and what
we, by driving its destruction, risk denying our
descendants and ourselves. The variety of life
on Earth — and the ways different elements of
this biodiversity interact — provide us with a
range of services that we depend on without
always realising it.
That variety is fast eroding, however. The last
time anything comparable happened was 65
million years ago, when a third of all species,
including the dinosaurs, were killed off in a
mass extinction. In recent years, we have been
repeatedly warned that the current rate of
loss has profound implications for everyone
on the planet. The UN Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment showed in 2005 that many services
nature provides us — such as fisheries — are
under severe stress and could collapse. Last
year, the UN Environment Programme’s 4th
Global Environment Outlook report warned
that the ongoing loss of biodiversity would
restrict future development options for rich
and poor alike.
Yet looking at the media now, it would be
easy to assume that climate change is the sole
global environmental challenge. Apart from a
handful of journalists, the media rarely tells the
story of biodiversity loss in depth. Journalists
could do much to improve their coverage, to
hold politicians to account on the promises
they have made, and to empower people to
make better-informed choices about their
lives. At the same time, the experts journalists
rely on for information have often failed to
communicate these issues in a meaningful
way. They will need to do more to describe
the importance of nature to human wellbeing
and explain the real costs of its loss. Part of
the problem lies in the concept of biodiversity
itself.

What is it and why does it matter?
Biodiversity is complex and not the easiest of
concepts to define. The word was only coined
in the 1980s and it is still widely misunderstood
and misused. The media often reports on
the plight of rare charismatic species such as
tigers, or on threats to tropical forests and
coral reefs. But biodiversity means more than
just wildlife or wild places. It encompasses the

full variety of genes, species and ecosystems
on the planet. It includes the crops we eat and
the insects that pollinate them; the plants we
use for both traditional medicines and modern
drugs; the bacteria that help create the soil that
sustains farming; and the microscopic plankton
at the base of food chains that end with fish
on our dinner plates. It includes ecosystems
such as forests that regulate water supplies and
climate. And it includes the variety within and
between genes, species and ecosystems that
creates a range of livelihoods for people. These
are nature’s safety nets. They help societies
face uncertainties such as climate variability.
The natural world is critical to human wellbeing
everywhere, but especially for the rural poor
in developing countries, where most of the
world’s species are found and where threats
to them are greatest. In the coming years,
major storylines will unfold and put the links
between people and biodiversity back on the
global political agenda (see Box, opposite).
We will learn the results of a major effort to
discover the economic value of the variety
of life on Earth. We will pass the deadline for
governments to agree how to share fairly the
benefits this variety provides. And we will
learn whether nations have met their pledges
to stem its loss. With both good and bad news
on the horizon, journalists and their sources
must prepare to tell this story better.

Green gold and ‘doom-and-glooming’
The media has long reported on the state
of the natural world through a lens of doom
and gloom, inspired in part by the messages
from nongovernmental organisations and
researchers. We hear of urgency and war
(either on nature or to save it), of a ‘library of
life’ that is being burnt before its books can be
read, of ‘ecological Armageddon’. But research
shows that this disaster narrative soon becomes
a turnoff. This is especially true when reporting
focuses on distant species or considers
biodiversity on a global scale. Such approaches
can give the impression that problems are
elsewhere, when in fact biodiversity loss is a
local issue the world over.
More recently, the media began to provide
a positive parallel to the disaster narrative,
one that highlights the economic and social
benefits of preserving the natural world.
These positive stories focus on things such as
conservation successes or on ‘green gold’ new ways for businesses to turn a profit with
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products or services derived from nature.
This form of reporting is more empowering.
It directs people to products that are better
for biodiversity (and people) and demonstrates
the market values of intact ecosystems.
Despite this shift, biodiversity reporting tends
to be flat and one-sided. Stories often describe
a promise (such as researchers ‘bioprospecting’
for potential drugs from rainforest plants) or a
threat (such as ‘biopiracy’, when researchers
misappropriate biological resources and/or
traditional knowledge for commercial gain).
But only rarely do the media presents a
balanced appraisal of two competing claims. In
both of the dominant narratives, the negative
and the positive, there is often another, untold
side to the story.
Reports of biodiversity loss rarely ask hard
questions about how much we can afford to
lose. They tend not to mention that some
biodiversity loss may be essential to sustain and
improve human livelihoods. Nor do they point
out that many landscapes are rich in species
or habitats precisely because humans have
modified the environment. Take, for example,
agricultural areas rich in both crop varieties
and the wild species that thrive in disturbed,
open habitats.
The positive stories rarely analyse whether
conservation
initiatives
or
apparently
biodiversity-friendly products are fair or truly
sustainable, and who stands to gain from them.
The media also tends not to air voices and
views of those most dependent on nature, such
as indigenous people and rural communities in
developing countries. These people are often
custodians of biodiversity and have a wealth of
relevant traditional knowledge, but they have
little say in deciding what is important to save,
and how to conserve and make best use of it.

Bringing biodiversity home
It is hard to explain the threats to millions of
species when most people — especially urban
dwellers — are personally familiar with so few.
Half the calories we eat, for instance, come
from just three of the world’s 30,000 edible
plants (rice, wheat and corn). The challenge
for media and their sources alike is to tell
stories that relate the wealth of nature to
people’s everyday lives. With a number of big
global stories emerging (see Box, opposite),
journalists will have to find ways of making
them locally relevant. The following lenses
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suggest ways for journalists to provide more
relevant context by seeking interesting angles
and interviewees.
• Money: Some people are making a lot of
money out of the destruction of biodiversity,
others from using it sustainably. How are these
riches being shared? How can the impacts that
economic activities have on the natural world
be brought onto the balance sheet?
• Human rights: Conservation objectives can
easily collide with people’s needs, especially
when human rights are ignored. How do
communities that depend heavily on nature get
their say in the way biodiversity is managed?
This is not just a question of people versus
parks. As well as the issue of community rights
to access to land, water and natural resources,
there are questions to ask about their rights
to retain control of traditional knowledge and
biological resources taken from their ancestral
lands. In 2007 the UN General Assembly
adopted the Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, which urges nations to
give indigenous peoples more control over
their traditional land and resources. However,
the declaration is not legally binding and was
opposed at the time by Australia, Canada,
New Zealand and the United States (Australia
has now adopted it).
• International politics: The UN Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD) legally binds 190
nations and the European Union to conserve
biological resources, use them sustainably, and
share the benefits arising from the use of genetic
resources fairly and equitably. (The United
States has signed but not ratified the CBD.)
Parties to the CBD meet regularly to negotiate
how to implement the convention and there
is plenty of political intrigue and pressure
from vested interests such as multinational
corporations. Journalists rarely cover these talks
in depth, but this is perhaps unsurprising. The
CBD process is highly technical, rich in jargon,
and split across numerous working groups. It is
hard for journalists who are new to the CBD
to understand what is going on. Unlike the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change,
whose Kyoto Protocol created binding targets
and rules, the CBD’s decisions are harder to
relate to change in the real world. Climate
change Public awareness of climate change
is high and rising, and this provides journalists
with a new entry point to cover biodiversity,
and plenty of questions to ask. How will climate
change — and efforts to tackle it — affect the
natural world? Is it all bad news or will some
species gain and bring benefits to people?
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What are the impacts of the production of
biofuels on forests, crop diversity, indigenous
people and local communities? How do UN
conventions on biodiversity and climate change
work together, and when do their objectives
clash? Is it better to protect intact, biodiverse
forests for the sake of conservation, or to do
more to manage low-diversity plantations that
can bring commercial gains, as well as storing
carbon to mitigate climate change? Health The
natural world affects health in many ways. It
is the source of both a balanced diet and of
many new diseases, such as SARS and Ebola.
Nature also serves as a medicine cabinet.
More than half of commonly prescribed drugs

on Media and Environment
Operational since 2000, CMS ENVIS
Centre had initiated several activities
towards making itself effectively
functional. The area in which CMS has
expertise is communication strategies
specifically in the context of the
electronic media. It has been working in
developing itself as a resource centre,
as a coordinating body and as a centre
for dissemination of environmental
related information. In the short span
CMS ENVIS Centre has identified the
database on different parameters. Also
initiated innovative programmes to
highlight the environmental concerns.
Among its various activities the
centre has been indexing coverage of
environmental issues from print media
as well as electronic media, conducting
small research studies to bridge the
information gaps, the mailing list with
addresses of agencies, individuals,
institutions,
departments
NGOs,
Radio and TV channels, advertisers
along with computerized database
of Audio-Visual resources has been
updated regularly, media orientation
programmes including screening of
films, discussions and interactive
sessions on different environmental
topics are conducted. The main thrust
is upon maintaining ENVIS CENTRE/
NODE websites.
www.cmsindia.org/cmsenvis

— tens of billions of dollars’ worth — are
derived from natural products. And about 60
per cent of people in developing countries
rely on traditional medicines — mostly plantbased — for their health care. But species are
going extinct before their potential for curing
diseases can be assessed. Also affecting health
is the food we eat, most of which comes from
species that are parts of complex functioning
ecosystems, either wild or agricultural. Threats
to biodiversity with potential knock-on effects
that could harm human nutrition include
diseases hitting populations of pollinating bees,
and the decline of seed-dispersing fruit bats,
birds and primates resulting from hunting and
habitat destruction. Meanwhile, the diversity
of crops is declining in many areas as industrial
monocultures replace traditional mixed
farming. If these trends persist and climate
change takes hold, there is a danger that people
will have fewer food and livelihood options. Yet
people can also use agricultural biodiversity to
cope with the impacts of climate change, such
as using crop diversity to select varieties better
suited to changing conditions. Religion Most
faiths see the natural world and our relation to
it as having a spiritual dimension. They ascribe
the variety of life on Earth to divine creation
and urge followers to respect and look after
nature. Yet even in strongly religious societies,
biodiversity is in steep decline and the media
rarely seeks comment from religious leaders
about this loss. Recently, religious groups in a
number of settings have begun to make public
statements on the state of the environment.
This is an angle that journalists could explore in
greater depth as it has such relevance to large
audiences.

Stories on the horizon
What is it worth? We can no longer expect
nature to provide a free lunch, and efforts
to protect it could depend on our putting a
price tag on the goods and services it provides
us. The European Union and the German
government are undertaking a Stern Reviewstyle assessment to do just this. The results will
be published at the end of 2009 and look set to
focus policymakers’ attention on biodiversity
loss in the way the Stern Review did for climate
change. The figures are likely to be large. The
UN Environment Programme’s 2007 GEO-4
report states that the pollination of crops by
honeybees alone is worth US$2-8 billion, while
the global herbal medicine market was worth
US$43 billion back in 2001.

Who benefits? The UN Convention on
Biodiversity (CBD) entered into force nearly
15 years ago but there is still no international
regime for pursuing one of its three main aims:
to ensure fair and equitable sharing of benefits
arising from access to genetic resources.
Parties to the CBD have set themselves a 2010
deadline to resolve this and time is running
out. Genuine conflict exists in negotiations but
this hardly sees the light of day in the media.
How can a legally binding regime be achieved
by 2010 and what are the key elements? Not
all stakeholders (such as indigenous peoples)
are even in favour of an international regime,
binding or not, so another questions is, who
would benefit from one? And in some countries,
corruption and a lack of transparency may
mean that people deserving of the benefits
never see them.

While warnings about the current extinction
crisis do hit the headlines, they tend to melt
away from the media agenda. What is often
missing is the human angle, and this serves to
distance the problem from people’s minds.
Both journalists and the experts they rely on
for information can do more to communicate
about biodiversity in a way that makes sense to
people. This means avoiding jargon - including
the word ‘biodiversity’, which as we’ve seen is
a convenient catch-all but poorly understood
and not easy to describe.

Can we save it? The CBD has also set a 2010
deadline for stemming the loss of biodiversity,
and this aim has since been incorporated
into the UN Millennium Development Goals.
Are we on track to hit the target and if not,
how much will we miss it by? And with only
a fraction of the world’s species named and
described, how can progress towards the 2010
target be assessed in a meaningful way?

CONTACT: Mike Shanahan
mike.shanahan@iied.org
IIED, 3 Endsleigh Street, London WC1 H 0DD
Tel: +44(0)207 388 2117 Fax: +44(0)207 388 2826
Website: www.iied.org

How do we do it? As The Economist wrote in
April 2008: ‘Although the science has improved
over the years, the continued emphasis on
what to save, rather than how to do it, seems
like cataloguing deck chairs on the Titanic...
It is hard to escape the conclusion that the
energy and brains of many of these brilliant
hotspot scientists might be put to better use
if they looked at the really difficult problem
of how governments, private industry and
innovative environmental-finance schemes
could help fund conservation.’ Parties to the
CBD have pledged to create a global network
of terrestrial protected areas by 2010 and of
marine protected areas by 2012. How will this
happen and how will it be funded?

THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: Applications
are invited for the Green Awards,
constituted by the Kerala Biodiversity
Board, for the year 2009-10.

Back to nature

Print media persons in Malyalam and English
and electronic media in Malaylam will get
Rs 50,000. For details, log on to www.
keralabiodiversity.org. The application
must be send to Member Secretary, Kerala
State Biodiversity Board, Pallimukku,
Pettah P.O., Thiruvananthapuram.

For years, media editors have pushed
environmental stories to the periphery.
The arrival of climate change on public
and political agendas is changing this, but
journalists must remember that there are
other global environmental challenges to
cover. In particular, the story of how humanity
depends on nature but is driving its destruction
needs to be told in a more sophisticated way.

There are plenty of opportunities to tell stories
with strong human angles that demonstrate
directly the benefits the natural world brings
to local people’s lives. These stories also need
to tell people what is at stake if the destruction
of nature goes unchecked.

Green awards

The awards are meant for the individuals,
schools, colleges, print and electronic
media persons and the institutions for their
contributions to the respective areas like
conservation, conscentisation, protection
of biodiversity and environment of Kerala.
The winner of individual category (for the
lifetime achievement award) will get Rs 1
lakh. The best green school, green college
and green organisation will also get Rs 1
lakh each.

Source: http://www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in/
taxonomy/term/3492
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Biodiversity loss matters, and communication is crucial

Viewpoint
Campaigners must communicate
biodiversity is important

David Dickson, Director, SciDev.Net

why

Communicating why biodiversity
loss matters for people is
essential for reversing it.
The failed UN climate talks in Copenhagen
in December could hardly have been a less
promising prelude to the International Year
of Biodiversity, which opened last month
(January). As with climate change, the threat
of large-scale biodiversity loss — and the
need for global political action to stop it — is
growing every day.
At a meeting about biodiversity organised
by the British government in London in
January, Robert Watson, former head of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), warned that damage to the natural
environment was approaching “a point of no
return”, a familiar phrase in the climate change
debate.
Both issues face formidable challenges in
persuading political leaders and the public of
the urgent need to take action. The reasons are
complex. But at root is the conflict between
the need to radically change our use of natural
resources and the desire to maintain current
forms of economic growth in both developed
and developing countries.
The solutions are equally complicated. Part
of the answer, in each case, lies in enhancing
the media’s ability to communicate messages
emerging from the underlying science, so that
these accurately reflect both the urgency of
the situation, and how ordinary people’s lives
may be affected.

Re-setting targets
Getting these messages across is no easy task.
And so far, in the case of biodiversity, efforts
have largely failed. It is already clear that
governments signed up to the Convention
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on Biological Diversity (CBD) have missed
their 2010 target, set in 2002, of achieving “a
significant reduction in the rate of biodiversity
loss”. As delegates to the London conference
and other meetings held to launch the Year of
Biodiversity have freely admitted, this failure
to act partly results from shortcomings in
communication. The scientific community has
not been able to effectively communicate its
concerns to decision-makers — at least not in
a way that sufficiently prioritises biodiversity
conservation within a political agenda
predominantly concerned with employment
and economic growth.
Discussions on a new set of targets for
protecting biodiversity over the next decade
are already well under way, and are due to be
agreed in October at the next CBD review
conference, to be held in Nagoya, Japan. The
new targets must not only be more realistic and
concrete, but must also be accompanied by a
more sophisticated communications strategy.

Missed connections
This strategy must address the weaknesses
found in current approaches. For example, the
issues scientists think most important often
seem abstract and far removed from the dayto-day concerns of ordinary people. The rate
at which the world is losing species is a typical
example. Even the term ‘biodiversity’ suffers
from this weakness, lacking the concreteness
of concepts such as sea level rise. Some media
advisers even suggest avoiding the term
wherever possible for that very reason —
not very promising to those trying to create a
global campaign around the same word.
Too much media coverage of biodiversity fails
to connect with the issues directly affecting
people’s lives. Even concepts such as ‘the web
of life’, used to emphasise the interrelatedness
of living systems, does not immediately explain
why we should be worried about the declining
number of insects or plants in distant locations.
Finally the apocalyptic tone sometimes used in
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attempts to drive a message home can further
hinder the case for constructive action. Too
often, it promotes either cynicism or apathy
among those who cannot relate these disaster
scenarios to their own personal experience.
Climate change campaigners have experienced
this in recent months, when trying to make the
case for preventing global warming during the
coldest winter that the northern hemisphere
has experienced for several decades.

Hard science, compelling reasons
Forging an effective communications strategy
that avoids these pitfalls is clearly one of the
biggest challenges facing the biodiversity
community as it plans for the next decade.
And if researchers are to rise to the challenge,
they must first firm-up the scientific case
for action. The damage that recently-aired
scientific flaws are causing climate change
campaigns is a reminder that, with the stakes
as high as they are, sloppy scientific reasoning
can have a broad and lasting impact.
Equally important is the need to embed this
scientific evidence into viable but sustainable
economic growth and development strategies.
And that means generating a public discourse
that directly relates the needs of the
environment to social priorities such as jobs,
food and health.
The components for such a dialogue — such
as how natural products are potential sources
of new medicines — already exist. But much
more needs to be done to forge these into a
viable and effective political strategy to reverse
current trends.
If the failure in Copenhagen can act as a wakeup call to the biodiversity community, that itself
will have been a positive achievement.
Source: SciDev.Net

technical supporting staff oversees the
development and management of these parks.
The Foundation has a Governing body and an
Executive Committee.

Open Window
National Biodiversity Board
http://www.nbaindia.org/

India is party to the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD) 1992 which recognizes the
sovereign rights of states to use their own
Biological Resources. In order to help in
realizing the objectives of CBD, India has
enacted an umbrella legislation called the
Biological Diversity Act 2002 (No.18 of
2003) aimed at conservation of biological
resources and associated knowledge as well
as facilitating access to them in a sustainable
manner. In exercise of the powers conferred
by Sub-Section (1) (4) of Section 8 of the
Biological Diversity Act, 2002 (18 of 2003), the
Central Government has established a body
called the National Biodiversity Authority,
on and from the 1st day of October, 2003.

Theme: Biodiversity
the form of Biodiversity Information System
(BIS). Field samples of key ecological characters
have been used for geospatial extrapolation.
The species database has been linked with
above spatial details. BIS allows identification
of gap areas, species/habitat relationship and
helps in biodiversity conservation planning by
setting priority areas. Detailed site specific
field inventories with this database can be used
for identifying areas for bioprospecting. The
entire spatial and non-spatial data on Indian
plant biodiversity has been organized and
available in BIS, with its five major components
i.e BIOSPATIAL (Biodiversity spatial query
shell), PHYTOSIS (Plant information system),
FRIS (Forest resource information system),
BIOSPEC (Biodiversity conservation spatial
decision support system).

Delhi Biodiversity Foundation
http://www.dda.org.in/greens/biodiv/
delhi-biodiversity-foundation.html#s1

Biodiversity Information System
http://www.bisindia.org/

An effort to characterize vegetation cover,
fragmentation, disturbance and biological
richness across the landscape is organized in

In order to develop these nature reserves,
and retain the ecological, aesthetical and
cultural quality of Biodiversity sites in the
National Capital Territory of Delhi, the Delhi
Development Authority has set up the Delhi
Biodiversity Foundation. The foundation, in
turn, is setting up Biodiversity parks, which
are being developed by DDA technical inputs
by team of scientists who have specialized in
the areas of field biology, ecology, wildlife,
taxonomy, conservation, habitat restoration,
natural resource management and nature
education. Besides these experts, trained

Event
Call for Participation
International Youth
Conference on Biodiversity
in Aichi 2010
The Ministry of the Environment of Japan
(“MOE”) will hold the “International Youth
Conference on Biodiversity in Aichi 2010”
in Japan in August 2010 in order to promote
communication among young people from
around the world and to improve their
mutual awareness of biodiversity. The
conference is associated with the 10th
meeting of the Conference of the Parties
to the Convention on Biological Diversity
(so-called “CBD COP10”) that will be held
in Aichi in October 2010.
This conference takes impetus from a
previous international youth conference
held just before COP9 in Germany in May
2008 and the Asia Youth Conference held
in Japan in August 2009, and is intended
to
(1) Provide young people who will lead
the next generation with opportunities
to improve their understanding of
and participation in conservation and
sustainable use of biodiversity;
(2) Enhance development of young
people who will lead the next
generation through participation in a
forum of international discussions and
activities;
(3) Facilitate building of an international
network for youths and mutual
understanding among them.
The MOE is now inviting applications from
individuals in colleges, universities and high
schools all over the world to participate in
the conference.
For more info: http://www.biodic.go.jp/biodiversity/youth/
call_e.html
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Books

Biodiversity
Conservation
by P.C. Trivedi, K.C. Sharma
ISBN10: 81-7910-029-4
Price: US$ 60.00
Page Info: viii + 308 Order
now

The present book Biodiversity Conservation
incorporates articles on plant biodiversity
conservation, mangrove ecosystem, floral
diversity of the Indian desert, forest resources,
joint forest management and diversity in
vertebrate wildlife in India. This volume
contains chapters covering holistic information
on biodiversity and its conservation with special
reference to the Indian scenario. Chapters on
medicinal plant conservation and intellectual
property rights and patenting of bioresources
have added to the value of the book. A
comprehensive account of the biodiversity of
vascular plants and ferns is given to throw light
on the importance of preservation of vanishing
species from this planet.

Biodiversity
by Supriyo Chakraborty
ISBN10: 81-7132-384-7
Price: US$ 15.00
Page Info: 136 Order now

Biodiversity includes the diversity of plants,
animals and microbes and their habitats. Genetic
diversity, species diversity and ecosystem
diversity together give rise to biodiversity,
which sustains life on earth through energy
flow and food chain. This book provides
information on various aspects of biodiversity
like overview of Indian and global biodiversity,
its organization, conservation, sources, reasons
for conservation, obstacles in conservation
and causes and effects of biodiversity loss. In
addition, the book also deals with important
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topics like means to conserve biodiversity,
MAB programme, institutes conserving crop
biodiversity, centres of crop diversity, gene pool
concept, biodiversity in relation to intellectual
property rights and plant breeder’s rights,
patenting, convention on biological diversity
(CBD), farmers’ rights on genetic resources,
remote sensing technology in characterizing
biodiversity and sustainable management of
biodiversity. It also contains useful information
on plant biodiversity of North East India.
The treatise would be of great interest to
large group of readers—undergraduate and
postgraduate students of ecology, biology,
genetics and biotechnology, environmentalists,
research workers, teachers and candidates
appearing at various competitive examinations
like NET, ARS and Civil Services Examinations.
Biodiversity
Conservation and Legal
Aspects
by A.K. Kandya and Asha
Gupta
ISBN10: 81-7910-187-8
Price: US$ 63.00
Page Info: xii+283 Order
now

Biodiversity is an irreplaceable resource
therefore its extinction is always for ever. This
is the reason, patenting of biodiversity of any
region is being permitted nowadays under
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) to curb the
genetic piracy as biodiversity originates at
the molecular level and DNA, the only living
molecule is the first level of biodiversity. It is
the index of variety of nature and comprises
every form of life, from the tiniest microbes
to the mightiest beasts and gigantic trees. It
exists at gene, organism and ecosystem levels.
In the present book, various dimensions of
biodiversity, viz. historical, ethno-medicobotanical,
socio-economical,
cultural,
structural, legal, conservational and gender
related etc. have been discussed by various
experts of different fields. Status of biological
diversity in forests, wetlands, croplands and
specialized areas like the floating grasslands of
Manipur, National Parks, Wildlife Sanctuaries,
agrestal and ruderal sites and other protected
areas has been described at length. Thus,
the book will be equally useful to specialists ,
teachers, students, planners , policy makers,
administrators and commoners. It gives a
good insight of several aspects of biodiversity
exemplifying various natural phenomena of NE
Indian regions.
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Biodiversity: Impact
and Assessment
by P.C. Trivedi
ISBN13: 978-81-7132-580-1
Price: US$ 100.00
Page Info: xvi+343

Biodiversity assumed prominence at the global
level over the past one and half decade. This
was in part due to the increasing recognition
of the economic potential of biodiversity.
Almost all cultures have in some way or form
recognized the importance that nature, and
its biological diversity has had upon them and
the need to maintain it. Yet, power, greed and
politics have affected the precarious balance.
It is necessary that we conserve and preserve
our biodiversity at all levels. The present
book “Biodiversity— Impact and Assessment”
includes 15 chapters on the topics which are
contributing toward this goal. Chapters on
Biodiversity—The concepts, measurements
and status; Biodiversity of mangrove
ecosystems of Orissa and its conservation;
Biodiversity crisis management; Biodiversity
of tropical deciduous forest of Amarkantak
Biosphere reserve; Biodiversity granaries of
Orissa; Diversity of grass flora of West Bengal
provides detailed information on the topics.
Articles on Trees and shrubs of Koch Bihar
(W. Bengal); The Palms of West Bengal; Maize
: advances in domestic and industrial uses;
Edible pteridophytes in India provide sufficient
information on the varied plants. Article
on comparative tree community analysis of
evergreen forests of Peninsular India; Ground
flora diversity under man-made forests and
Invasive alien plants—A threat to the biosphere
have added value to the book. This book will
be highly beneficial to students, teachers and
research workers in the field of Environment,
Botany, Biodiversity Conservation, Ecology,
Zoology and Forestry.
Source: http://www.arc.in/pointer/subjbooks.
asp?s=Biodiversity

Analysis of Primetime Coverage of stories (Jan-Mar 2010)

The primetime band on six prominent news channels during the month
of January to March was dominated by news on International Affairs,
Crime and National Politics. In the month of January there were a total
of 953 stories on International Affairs constituting 36.60% of total prime
time coverage. The second slot was occupied by crime stories (697)
with 26.77% of total primetime. Environment and Wildlife had just 87
stories constituting 3.34% of primetime. International affairs maintained
its dominance in the primetime band in February. There were 623 stories
in this category occupying 29.97 % of primetime. National Politics (573)
and Film and Entertainment (404) occupied second and third slot.
Environment and Wildlife remained at the bottom with 81 stories and
3.90% of primetime coverage. In the month of March 2010 maximum
number of stories were on National Politics (1003), closely followed by
International Affairs (907). From environment and wildlife beat there
were 117 stories constituting 3.49% of primetime news coverage against
29.9% of National Politics and 27.05% of International Affairs.

271 stories in March against just 35 in February. There was a marginal
decline in the number of environment stories on DD News from 136
to 124. Star News telecast 60 stories, Zee News 54, Aaj Tak 23 and
CNN-IBN 16.
Graph 2: Prime time coverage
Environmental Stories (in %)

Time (in %)

Media Analysis

Channels Name

Graph 1: Green stories in electronic media

Source: CMS Media Lab

No. of Stores Jan to March (in %)

A Pulbication

Issue
Source: CMS Media Lab

Environment and Wildlife stories on News Channels
(Jan-Mar 2010)
In the month of January 2010 DD News topped with 103 stories on
Environment and Wildlife, closely followed by Star News (94), NDTV
24x7 (64) and CNN IBN (58). In the month of February the overall
number of environment stories declined from 354 to 322. However the
no of stories on DD saw an increase from 103 to 136. Zee News also
saw a substantial increase in the number of stories from 5 in January to 45
in February. CNN-IBN saw a major decline in the number of stories from
58 to 8. There were 78 stories on Star News and 35 on NDTV 24x7.
The month of March saw a major jump in the total umber of stories from
322 to 548. It was mainly because of a substantial increase in the number
of environment stories telecast on NDTV 24x7. The channel showed
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Environment
calendar
CMS Envis Green Media E-Newsletter

January
4- Oil Conservation Week
15 – Oil Conservation Fortnight
30- National Cleanliness Day
February
2- World Wetlands Day
28- National Science Day
March
2-4 World Sustainable Day
21- World Forestry day
22 - World Water Day
23 -World Meteorological Day
April
5- National Maritime Day
7- World Health Day
22- World Earth Day
30- No Tobacco Day
May
11- International Migratory Day
22 - International Biodiversity Day
31 - World No Tobacco Day
June
5 - World Environment Day
8 - World Ocean Day
17 - World Day to Combat Desertification and
Drought

Daily e-newsletter Green Media, an electronic documentation of news and features, which
appear in English News dailies in India.
For subscription email to: Web Master at webmaster@cmsindia.org

Success Story
Samvedana: Grassland Biodiversity Conservation
Conserving grasslands and promoting
livelihoods
Phasepardhis, one of the wandering tribes of the
Maharashtra region, have traditionally engaged
in hunting as a means of livelihood. The Wildlife
Protection Act of 1972, rendered this option
illegal. With no alternate livelihood and no help
from the government, many have been led into
illegal poaching and international trade in animal
skins.
Samvedana, an organization comprising
Phasepardhi and Chitrakathi tribals, is working
to help tribals earn a living in new ways. Seeing
people in Masa and Vadhavi move on their own
into animal husbandry and nomadic trading,
Kaustubh, working with Samvedana, is helping to
replicate such models of alternate employment
in Wadala, Titwa, Shend, Kanadi, and Nawati.
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Ironically, while the nomadic community yearns
for agricultural land, traditionally heralded as an
indicator of social status, farmers in and around
Vidarbha are buckling under huge, un-payable
loans. Other planned initiatives by Samvedana
include preparing a Peoples Biodiversity
Register of the grassland species in Akola and
Washim, campaigning to create awareness on
sustainable use and conservation of grasslands,
and experimenting in-situ conservation efforts
for the lesser florican. Interestingly, to protect
the lesser florican, an endangered bird under
severe threat from land-use changes, Samvedana
plans to instate an incentive scheme, rewarding
successful breeding of the species by farmers and
Phasepardhis; eventually planning to hand over
the scheme to the State Government.
Source: http://aidindia.org/main/content/view/602/275/
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July
11 – World Population Day
28- World Nature Conservation Day
August
6- Hiroshima Day
9 – Nagasaki Day
9 – International Day of the World Indigenous
people
September
16- World Ozone Day
28 - Green Consumer Day
October
2-8 Wild Life Week
4 - World Animal welfare Day
5 - World Habitat Day
10 – International Day for Natural Reduction
16 – World Food Day
November
6- International Day for preventing the
Exploitation of the Environment in War and
Arm Conflict
10 – World science Day
21 – World Television Day
December
2– Bhopal Tragedy day/ National Pollution Day
11- International Mountain Day
14 National Energy Conservation Day

Take your creative juices to a new high!

Venue: Base camp (12,000 ft), Bhrigu Lake, Kullu Valley, Himachal Pradesh
Duration: June 1-10, 2010
Starting Place: Manali, Himachal Pradesh
Who can Participate? A maximum of 25 participants
(age group 16-24) will be selected for June 1-10,
2010 batch.
Participant to Mentor Ratio: 1:5
Registration Fee: INR 1000/- (US$ 45),
refundable, if not shortlisted for the workshop.
Workshop Fee: INR 30,000/- (US$ 670) which includes
training, equipments, experts’ fee, edit suite, stay,
food and local transportation expenses during
the workshop. The Workshop Fee is payable
by DD/Cheque in the favour of CMS Support
Services (Pvt) Ltd, New Delhi. The course fee
will be accepted only after you are shortlisted for
participation.
Above 10,000 Workshop Calendar for Year 2010
Batch
Schedule
Age group (Years)
First
1-10 June
16-24
Second
2-11 Sept
18 and above
Third
2-11 Oct
18 and above
Organised by

In Collaboration with

Moving Images

Above 10,000

A high altitude environment filmmaking workshop
A workshop that blends hands-on experience of basic filmmaking
techniques with exposure to core environment issues, conducted at
altitudes ranging from 10,000 ft-14,000 ft in the Himalayas.
Training will be conducted by a team of award winning filmmakers
with experience in high altitude filmmaking.
Mentors

Sanjay Barnela

Samreen Farooqui

Rita Banerji

Anjali Khosla

Sudhir Aggarwal

Vineet Sabharwal

Aftab Dere

Satarupa Paul

For any queries, Contact: Mr. Vishwajeet Ghoshal
CMS ACADEMY, RESEARCH HOUSE, Saket Community Centre,
NEW DELHI – 110 017. INDIA
P: 91-11-2499 2597, 2652 2244 F: 91-11-2696 8282 M: 098999 79159
E: vishwajeet@cmsindia.org SMS <CMSACADEMY> to 575758
For online registration visit

www.cmsacademy.org
www.cmscart.in www.movingimagesindia.com

Change of Address Form
In case of a change in your address, please fill out this form.
Use Block Letter
Name:

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
If you wish subscribe Green Media for your
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Why do you read Green Media?

2.
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